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Door Closers 
Secure & Protect 
the Opening

Multiple Door Closer Roles

Security is one of the major roles for a closer, yet it must be achieved 
without compromising convenience and ease of use. No matter how 
extensive and expensive the locks, latches, exit devices, card readers 
and electronic security systems are, if the door doesn’t close properly, 
latching will be inconsistent, and security will be compromised. Seen in 
this light, the closer really is the heart of the opening. Manufacturers 
are constantly working to improve performance and enhance closer 
functions, including new designs still being developed that will self-
adjust as their environments or operating conditions change.

By  Matthew T. Orcutt  
LCN—Product Manager 
Ingersoll Rand Security Technologies 
Carmel, Indiana

The role of a door cloSer goeS beyond simply 
closing the door. It fulfills several roles that are vital to 
the security of the opening, as well as its convenience 

and the longevity of its components. Several conflicting 
issues may arise when selecting a closer.

n  It should be easy to open yet have enough 
force to close and latch the door securely.

n  It should be robust and long-lasting, although 
aesthetically pleasing to the eye. 

n It should control the door without the need 
for constant control adjustments.

n  It should provide low cost of ownership.
n  It should be able to be customized for the 

application yet be easy to install.
n  It must meet ada guidelines without 

too large of an investment.
n  The building owner may want to improve  

performance of an existing door but not 
want to compromise the door’s appearance 
with extra mounting holes.

Typical door closer is 
seldom noticed, modestly 
going about its critical 
door-latching role in  
security.

*

*
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Some security problems may arise 
from improper closer installation, 
either in mounting and adjustment or 
with related hardware. for example, 
if latch bolt guards are not aligned 
properly it may create enough friction 
to prevent the door from latching. To 
prevent closer adjustment tampering 
and enhance security, closers can be 
equipped with metal covers mounted 
with Torx screws as is often seen in 
detention applications.

High Use-High Abuse is a two-
sided issue. on the one hand, high 
cycle doors such as those at a mall 
entrance, church or auditorium may 
have patterns of frequent use that 
resemble the high cycle tests that are 
run on closers. on the other hand, 
door closers at a school or universi-
ty may also be subject to abuse from 
more forceful opening and back-
checking by over-energetic youth. 
Balancing these needs requires care-
ful consideration of the building 
occupancy.

Proper adjustment plays a role 
in protecting the door and closer 
against this type of abuse. a delay 
function, regulation adjustments 
and arm selection make it possible 
to tailor the operation of the closer 
more closely to the needs of a specific 
opening.

Stil l another factor is the pres-
ence of high winds or pressure dif-
ferentials that require greater closer 
force, yet doors cannot be made too 
difficult to open. exterior doors that 
are exposed to high winds can incur 
severe damage, even on steel or alu-
minum doors and frames. closers 
fastened to the door have been torn 
loose by the wind.

one answer is to add an overhead 
stop to protect both the closer and 
the rest of the opening against these 
forces. another factor is the closer 

mounting and installation itself. one 
solution that usually is unacceptable 
is to simply adjust the closer force 
high enough to keep the door closed, 
because this may make it too difficult 
for some people to open and will vio-
late ada guidelines as well.

Some closers incorporate a pres-
sure relief valve to prevent damage 
to the closer under overload condi-
tions, which may be severe enough 
to cause cracks in the closer cylinder. 
closers with cast-iron cylinders gen-
erally will not require pressure relief 
valves, because the material’s innate 
strength resists cracking which 
ensure the closer opens and closes 
smoothly.

Fire/Life Safety is a classic con-
flict between two important factors. 
for door closers, one of the most 
common problems is 
with fire  

 
barrier doors, particularly for stair-
wells. as with security, if the door 
doesn’t latch properly, the opening 
isn’t protected. The problem can be 
especially acute when air condition-
ing is operating, which creates a large 
pressure differential between a stair-
well and hallway. This has a similar 
effect as a strong wind and calls for 
careful closer selection, installation 

and adjustment to ensure compli-
ance to fire codes and ada. In the 
past, seasonal adjustments were a 
common attempt to meet these prob-
lems, as well as those encountered on 
exterior doors exposed to tempera-
ture extremes. Today, the availability 
of closers with all-weather fluid has 
made this ritual unnecessary.

fire or smoke barrier doors must 
remain closed to be effective. how-
ever, to allow traffic to f low, they 
may be held open by electromag-
netic holders that are wired into the 
building’s fire alarm system or have 
internal detection capability. There 
are a variety of options available that 
allows one to hold a fire door open 
and meet fire codes. options include 
magnets wired to the central fire 
panel or integrated closer / detector. 
one unique option accomplishes the 
same goal of holding open a fire door 
without the need to pull wires and 
provide a power supply. The battery-
powered SeNSagUardTM holder/
release smoke detector is designed to 
allow fire doors to remain open for 
easy passage, while releasing doors 
in an emergency through its built-in 

s mok e  d e t e c tor. 
Its self contained 
power supply can 

minimize delays to 
achieving code com-

pliance through its quick / wireless 
installation. one should always con-
sult their authority having Juris-
diction for specific code compliance 
concerns. This device when combined 
with a door closer is an attractive 
alternative for retrofit and remodel-
ing applications.

ADA & Convenience can be com-
plementary issues in many ways. 

Overhead stop is visible with door open.  
Used here with concealed closer, it protects the 
door, hinges and closer from abuse or misuse.

SENSAGUARD holder/release is designed to function  
with a closer and incorporates a smoke detector that allows  

the door to close automatically in emergencies.
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closers that are adjusted too strong 
to meet ada guidelines will also be 
difficult for other people to open. If 
conditions permit, it may be possible 
to accommodate ada compliance by 
adjusting the closer force to Size 1, 
but in most cases, power door opera-
tors are the best available option to 
meet these needs. The added cost 
may be a concern, but they need not 
be installed on every door. Typically 
one door in a bank of doors 
may be all that is required. 
In addition to serving 
people with disabilities, it 
can add convenience for 
parents with strollers or 
people with armloads 
of packages as wel l . 
Properly adjusted 
conventional 
closers on 
a l l other 
doors will 
e n s u r e 
t h at  t he y 
c l o s e  a n d 
latch properly.

Aesthetics, while 
not the f irst consider-
ation in closer selection, can 
also play a role in the decision. one 
way to address the appearance issue 
is to use a concealed closer, which is 
mounted out of sight in the door or 
frame. While there is a perception 
that concealed closers may be more 
difficult to maintain and service 
than surface-mounted closers, a lot 
depends on the competency of the 
person installing and maintaining it. 
With proper training, serviceability 
shouldn’t be a major concern.

Manufacturers offer a broad choice 
of cover designs, including slim-line 
covers, full covers, designer-series 
covers and, in some cases, 150 or 
more different finishes. Metal covers 

add security as well as improv-
ing appearance, especia l ly 
when plated. When appearance 
is a concern, it is advisable to 
work with a manufacturer that 
offers full suites of hardware 
that are coordinated in style 
and finish, including mortise 
locks, levers, exit devices and 
all other visible components.

Cu s tom S olut ion s  a re 
offered by some manufactur-
ers to provide greater f lexibility in 
meeting application needs. for clos-
ers, they often are focused on special 
templates that accommodate special 

door designs. With more architects 
designing “signature” openings, there 
is a greater need for such templates, 

another option is to use similar 
covers but different closer bod-

ies. for example, a hotel 
m ay wa nt  to  u se 

heavy-duty clos-
ers on doors 
that are used 
frequently but 

less ex pensive 
models on janito-

rial closers. To unify 
their appearance, it may 

be possible to use the same cover 
design on all units. Whenever a stan-
dard design doesn’t seem to answer 
the need, it is best to discuss it with 
the manufacturer and see whether 
there are any alternative solutions.

Leaking Closers are a maintenance 
problem that often may go un-noticed. 
When a closer leaks it presents a poten-
tial hazard to those entering and 
exiting a doorway. The oil inside the 
closer drips down and can make floors 
extremely slick, not to mention stain-
ing clothing and personal belongings 

of those passing beneath the closer. 
More importantly, when the oil drains 
from the cylinder, the closer’s ability to 
control the door is lost. If this were to 
occur, the door swings freely and could 
lead to personal injuries as well as cost-
ly damage to the door and frame. 

leaks typical ly occur as either  
o -r ing malfunct ion or cyl inder 
cracks. The first type of o-ring mal-
function results from excessive use 
or abuse of the opening and can cause 
the o-ring seal to wear creating a leak 
point. a second way the pinion seal 
can malfunction is most commonly 
found in aluminum closers with steel 
pistons. The rigid steel piston can wear 
on the softer aluminum body creating 
tiny metal contaminants—these abra-
sive fragments can quickly wear an  
o-ring creating a potential leak point.

another potential malfunction is 
cracking in the closer cylinder body. 
abusive operation can create exces-
sive internal pressure in the closer, 
causing the cylinder body to crack. 

If leaks occur, several options exist 
to solve the problem. one is to move 
to a more durable material structure 
such as cast iron. another option may 
include moving to the next model size 
in durability. 

Be sure to consider all of the applicable 
points when selecting a closer to ensure 
that it will perform effectively under the 
actual conditions at the opening.  

Leaking closers may present a risk to personnel and 
should be replaced.

LCN “No Leak” closer incorporates new  
V-Shield shielding technology to minimize  
the problems caused by leaking closers.




